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The present study further explores the concept of the seniority number (Ω) by examining different
configuration interaction (CI) truncation strategies in generating compact wave functions in a system-
atic way. While the role of Ω in addressing static (strong) correlation problem has been addressed in
numerous previous studies, the usefulness of seniority number in describing weak (dynamic) corre-
lation has not been investigated in a systematic way. Thus, the overall objective in the present work
is to investigate the role of Ω in addressing also dynamic electron correlation in addition to the static
correlation. Two systematic CI truncation strategies are compared beyond minimal basis sets and full
valence active spaces. One approach is based on the seniority number (defined as the total number
of singly occupied orbitals in a determinant) and another is based on an excitation-level limitation.
In addition, molecular orbitals are energy-optimized using multiconfigurational-self-consistent-field
procedure for all these wave functions. The test cases include the symmetric dissociation of water
(6-31G), N2 (6-31G), C2 (6-31G), and Be2 (cc-pVTZ). We find that the potential energy profile for H2O
dissociation can be reasonably well described using only theΩ = 0 sector of the CI wave function. For
the Be2 case, we show that the full CI potential energy curve (cc-pVTZ) is almost exactly reproduced
using either Ω-based (including configurations having up to Ω = 2 in the virtual-orbital-space) or
excitation-based (up to single-plus-double-substitutions) selection methods, both out of a full-valence-
reference function. Finally, in dissociation cases of N2 and C2, we shall also consider novel hybrid wave
functions obtained by a union of a set of CI configurations representing the full valence space and a set of
CI configurations where seniority-number restriction is imposed for a complete set (full-valence-space
and virtual) of correlated molecular orbitals, simultaneously. We discuss the usefulness of the seniority
number concept in addressing both static and dynamic electron correlation problems along dissociation
paths. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4929904]
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there have been a number of novel devel-
opments1–52 in ab initio theory for reducing the computational
cost of quantum chemistry calculations while maintaining a
good quality description of molecular systems undergoing
chemical reactions. An essential component of high-quality
studies has to do with the accurate description of the electron
correlation phenomenon. The electron correlation energy is
typically defined as the deviation in energy from the single
Hartree-Fock (HF) determinant compared to the exact elec-
tronic energy calculated at full configuration interaction (FCI)
level in a given basis set. Ordinarily, there are two kinds
of electron correlation that are recognized: strong (static or
non-dynamic) correlation and weak (dynamic) correlation.
Within this context, some reports53–56 suggest that it is more
informative to partition the electron correlation into three
categories: static, nondynamic, and dynamic. For instance,
static electron correlation corresponds to contributions of addi-
tional determinants to account for proper spin symmetries
and their interactions, while nondynamic electron correlation
reflects the contribution of additional determinants to allow
a proper dissociation of a molecule into its fragments.53–56
The dynamic electron correlation represents a contribution of
determinants, typically with very small weights, in a wave
function that reduces the probability of any two electrons being
close to each other. The separation of electron correlation
into dynamic and nondynamic components has been useful
for exploring processes involving breaking or formation of
chemical bonds.56,57 While non-dynamic electron correlation
is critical for, at least qualitatively, the correct description
of bond-breaking processes and can be provided by very
compact wave functions,58–60 the inclusion of dynamic elect-
ron correlation is essential in cases when high-accuracy is
necessary, e.g., when near-spectroscopic quality8,11,12,14 of
predicted vibrational energy levels is required or to precisely
determine the location of a tiny barrier9 along the dissociation
coordinate in the 1Σg+ ground-state of F2 (see also Ref. 13
for a more recent study). Within the framework of configu-
ration interaction (CI) wave functions,1,2 the compactness of
CI expansion is highly significant. Recent advances in this
direction have been documented in the literature and can be
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categorized as (1) CI configuration selection schemes based on
energy-criterion (see, e.g., Refs. 18–22) or (2) configuration-
selection schemes that focus on nature of orbital occupation in
an determinant rather than its energy-contribution in a wave
function.23,39 Examples of CI methods of the second type
include CI truncations based on the restriction of a highest
excitation (substitution) level2,61 from a reference wave func-
tion or a seniority-number(Ω)-based criterion, which restricts
CI configurations based on the highest seniority number of a
determinant. The seniority number is defined (see Fig. 1 of
Ref. 39 for a graphical illustration) as the total number of singly
occupied orbitals in a determinant.
In this study, we focus on the second-type of configuration
selection schemes, namely, investigating the usefulness of
seniority number in the case of the symmetric dissociation of
H2O, N2, C2, and Be2. While the utility of the seniority number
in CI wave functions has been investigated recently by several
groups,39–44 the primary focus was centered on the static
correlation problem. Thus, in this work, we expand the size of
the active space beyond full valence active space and minimal
basis sets considerably broadening the scope of investigations
focusing on the role of Ω as compared to earlier studies.
Thus, here we explore the performance of CI configuration
restriction schemes with full orbital (multiconfigurational-
self-consistent-field (MCSCF)) optimization to address strong
and weak (dynamic) electron correlation simultaneously and
compare them with FCI results. We note that some of the earlier
studies42,44 have already considered double-zeta basis sets in
exploring the symmetric dissociation problem in H2O using
Ω = 0 wave functions. However, here we have a different focus
in analyzing the potential energy profile for H2O compared to
what it was done in Refs. 42 and 44. Also, differently from
Ref. 42, here we use full orbital optimization for the double-
zeta basis set. Thus, we shall explore the effectiveness of
wave functions restricted to configurations with low-seniority
numbers up to Ω = 2 for describing the profile of potential
energy curves62 for H2O, N2, C2, and Be2. To this end, we
present potential energy curves forΩ-restricted wave functions
as well as for CI expansions that are based on excitation-level
restriction for comparison purposes. Furthermore, for the case
of Be2 dissociation (cc-pVTZ basis set), we apply a seniority-
number restriction to molecular orbitals (MOs) only in the
virtual space. This means that no Ω-constraint is used for the
strongly occupied orbitals that correspond to the full valence
active space representing the reference function (REF). Thus, a
complete multireference CI wave function is used only for the
Be2 case where the reference function contains 4 electrons in
8 orbitals. We compare the performance of Ω-based schemes
with the traditional CI method based on single and double
substitutions out of the reference for the Be2 case. In the
latter case, only symmetry-adapted (optimized) MOs are used.
Finally, in cases of N2 and C2 dissociations, we shall also
consider novel hybrid wave functions obtained by a union of
a set of CI configurations representing a full valence space (or
a complete active space (CAS)), and a set of CI configurations
where seniority-number restriction is imposed for a complete
set of molecular orbitals (both strongly occupied and virtual
MO sets), simultaneously. These hybrid wave functions are
investigated in order to explore possible advantages of such
schemes where both static and dynamic electron correlations
play a significant role. The presence of CAS configurations in
the hybrid CI expansions ensures the correct separability of
these wave functions.
While CI expansions, even restricted to the lowest seniori-
ty, i.e., Ω = 0 configurations are still associated with a rela-
tively high computational cost,44 they nevertheless offer a
new pathway in developing novel and cost-effective ab initio
methods. Such examples may include coupled cluster type
models, e.g., pair-cluster-doubles (pCCD)43,44 or an efficient
ordering of configurations within the framework of energy
renormalization group (RG) methods for bond dissociations.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Calculations for H2O, N2, C2 (6-31G basis sets), and Be2
(cc-pVTZ basis set) have been performed along ground-state
(singlet-multiplicity) dissociation paths. These computations
have been carried out by one of us (LB) using a pilot code for
generating the CI determinants with selected seniority number
restrictions. These CI expansions provided the input for the
general CI code of Ivanic and Ruedenberg20 (available in the
GAMESS quantum chemistry package63) which was used to
calculate the potential energy curves by one of us (LB). For
all CI expansions above, the orbital-energy optimization has
been performed using MCSCF-codes available in GAMESS.
We choose larger basis set in the case of the beryllium dimer
because it contains fewer electrons and the resulting CI wave
functions are small enough to be handled by our pilot code.
We use the symmetry-adapted molecular orbitals in the case
of Be2 in order to use symmetry to reduce the number of Slater
determinants. The computations using theΩ-based restrictions
on molecular orbitals described below can be performed using
the generalized selected-CI code of Ivanic and Ruedenberg20
available in GAMESS package.63 The graphical display of
molecular orbitals has been produced using the MacMolPlt
software.64
III. BACKGROUND
A. Seniority number
For any given Slater determinant, the seniority number is
defined as the number of singly occupied orbitals. In general,
a CI wave function is represented by a linear combination of
Slater determinants that can be grouped into different sectors,
each labeled by a specific seniority number.39 Although the
seniority number concept has found much use65 in the physics
community, there have been relatively few applications66 to
quantum chemistry problems with only recent applications
found in Refs. 39–44. It should be noted that perfect-pairing
(seniority-zero) wave functions are conceptually similar to the
ones based on geminals (two-electron basis functions).67–72
For instance, the antisymmetrized geminal power (AGP) has
been found useful in many recent variants of quantum chemical
approaches, like, e.g., the AP1roG (antisymmetric product of
1-reference-orbital geminals) of Ayers and co-workers45 or the
Cluster-Jastrow-AGP ansatz of Neuscamman.33
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B. Methods
First, we introduce the notation for CI wave functions that
are used in this study. Based on the seniority number constraint,
a set of configurations in a CI expansion can be specified as
follows:
[n,M] = {REF[n,m]/Ωmax: mmin,M}. (1)
Here, n represents the number of correlated electrons, M repre-
sents the total number of molecular orbitals used for correlation
(core orbitals are being kept doubly occupied at all times and
are not included in M), and m represents the number of MOs
used in the REF. The symbol REF[n,m] represents the active
space of the reference function only. We shall use [n,M] to
represent the total active space for CI expansion. The symbol
Ωmax indicates the highest seniority number allowed in the set
molecular orbitals, from mmin to M. The smallest seniority
number is zero. Thus, Ωmax is the number of orbitals in the
set {mmin, mmin + 1, . . . , M} that are occupied by a single
electron. Here, mmin is the first orbital from which the restric-
tion based onΩ begins and proceeds in ascending fashion until
it reaches the value M. In this study, we only consider two
possible values of mmin. One case is with mmin = 1 (H2O, N2,
and C2 dissociations) and another case is mmin = m + 1 (Be2
dissociation), where m is the size of the orbital space in the
reference function. Namely, we shall consider the following
Ω-restrictions:
[n,M] = {REF[n,m]/Ωmax: 1,M}, (2)
[n,M] = {REF[n,m]/Ωmax: m + 1,M}. (3)
The excitation-based CI selection scheme has been used exten-
sively in the past and can be represented in the following
conventional format:
[n,M] = REF[n,m]/(EXCmax), (4)
where EXCmax is the highest excitation level out of the refer-
ence function REF[n,m]. For example, if EXCmax = 2, then
{REF[n,m]/(EXCmax = 2)} represents the traditional MR-
CISD, i.e., multireference CI singles and doubles. Note that if
Ωmax = n or EXCmax = n, then [n,M] represents the FCI wave
function.
Finally, for cases of N2 and C2 molecules, we shall also
consider a hybrid CI wave function where we consider a union
of a set of CI configurations representing the full valence
space (or CAS) and a set of CI configurations where seniority-
number Ωmax restriction is imposed for a set of molecular
orbitals {1, M}, simultaneously. We shall denote such a wave
function using the following notation:
HYBRID[n,M] : {CAS + 1REF/Ωmax:1,M}. (5)
Here, the symbol CAS represents the full valence (CAS) space
and the symbol 1REF (single-reference) indicates that the
seniority-number restriction for the second set of determinants
applies to a set of all orbitals {1, M}, and not only to a set {m
+ 1,M}. This means that the wave function in Equation (5)
does not represent a genuine (complete) multireference func-
tion, in contrast to the case specified by Equation (3). For
example, it implies that in the wave function represented by
Equation (5), besides determinants corresponding to the full
valence space, no determinant has more thanΩmax singly occu-
pied orbitals in the complete correlated MO space. Note that
in making Ωmax-restricted determinants, the starting configu-
ration is a single determinant (1REF) containing only doubly
occupied MOs (for example, there are only 5 such orbitals in
the case of N2), thus, the symbol 1REF in Equation (5). Clearly,
some of the configurations generated in such a way will match
the ones in the CAS space (for example, 10 electrons in 8 or-
bitals in the case of N2); however, most of the CI configurations
will be distinct from the set in the CAS expansion.
We consider wave functions of the compact form given
by Equation (5) instead of fully multi-reference CI expan-
sions that would result in Equation (3) when REF[n,m]
= CAS[n,m] and it corresponds to a multi-configurational
expansion (e.g., CAS[10,8] in case of N2) in order to maintain
a small size of such CI wave functions. We intend to use the
results of this study to develop novel computational methods,
especially in combination with the RG procedure.73,74
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. H2O symmetric dissociation
First, we shall focus on the potential energy curve for the
symmetric dissociation of H2O in the ground electronic state.
The equilibrium geometry is R(OH) = 0.9572 Å, angle(HOH)
= 104.52
◦
deduced from experimental data (see, e.g., Ref. 75).
This geometry has been frequently used for benchmark appli-
cations75,76 in ab initio quantum chemistry. The basis sets used
are 6-31G. The 1s core orbital on oxygen is kept doubly occu-
pied at all times; thus, n = 8 (8 valence-electrons) and M = 12.
The FCI wave function contains 61 441 Slater determinants
(singlet-A1 state) when symmetry-adapted MOs are used and
245 025 determinants (singlet-A state) in case of broken-
symmetry (split-localized) molecular orbitals. Table I displays
the relevant data concerning the length of CI expansions in
terms of Slater determinants. Since the CI spaces generated
using symmetry-adapted MOs on one hand, and CI spaces
produced using symmetry-broken (e.g., localized) MOs on the
other, are not invariant with respect to orbital rotations within
the same orbital space it is preferable to use symmetry-broken
(more flexible) MO set for the optimal results. Our earlier
studies indicated advantages39 of the symmetry-broken MOs
for describing potential energy profile when using full valence
spaces for H8, N2, and CO2. However, since in this study we go
beyond full valence spaces, we display the data for potential
energy curves for H2O using both, i.e., symmetry-adapted
and symmetry-broken MOs (split-localized orbitals77,78) to
make sure that the same trend is observed. Indeed, Figure 1
clearly demonstrates the superiority of symmetry-broken MOs
(a graphical display of these orbitals will be provided later in
the text) for representing the potential energy curve in H2O
using the [8,12] = {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} wave function
while the length of both expansions consists of 495 Slater
determinants. In fact, on the scale of Figure 1, the profile pro-
duced by the {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} wave function using
symmetry-broken (split-localized78) MOs appears almost par-
allel to the potential energy curve generated by FCI. In order
to gain a more quantitative insight into the quality of this wave
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TABLE I. Number of CI determinants in selected CI wave functions for the
symmetric dissociation in H2O and N2 (6-31G basis sets). Core 1s orbital for
oxygen is kept doubly occupied at all times. Core 1s orbitals for nitrogen are
kept doubly occupied at all times.
Number of determinants
Wave function
Symmetry-
adapted-MOs
Symmetry-
broken-MOs
H2O
CAS[8,6] 65 ...
[8,12]= {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 0: 1,12} 495 495
[8,12]= {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 2: 1,12} 5 775 16 335
[8,12]=Full-CI 61 441 245 025
[8,12]=REF[8,4]/(EXCmax= 2) 409 ...
[8,12]=REF[8,4]/(EXCmax= 4) 13 751 ...
[8,12]=REF[8,6]/(EXCmax= 2) 6 223 ...
N2
CAS[10,8] 396 ...
[10,16]= {REF[10,5]/Ωmax
= 0: 1,16}
4 368 4 368
[10,16]=Full-CI 2 388 528 ...
HYBRID[10,16]: CAS
+1REF/Ωmax= 0: 1,16a
... 7 448
HYBRID[10,16]: CAS
+1REF/Ωmax= 0: 1, 16a
4 708 ...
HYBRID[10,16]: CAS
+1REF/Ωmax= 2: 1,16a
36 680 ...
[10,16]=REF[10,5]/(EXCmax= 2) 618 ...
[10,16]=REF[10,5]/(EXCmax= 4) 69 876 ...
[10,16]=REF[10,5]/(EXCmax= 6) 894 292 ...
aHere, 1REF represents a single-reference wave function REF[10,5].
function, as well as the other CI expansions considered in this
study, the non-parallelity errors (NPEs) with respect to full CI
are listed in Table II along with the number of Slater deter-
minants for convenience. The NPE for the {REF[8,4]/Ωmax
= 0: 1,12} wave function is about 5 kcal/mol smaller than the
one associated with FORS[8,6] or CAS[8,6] functions.
FIG. 1. Potential energy curves for symmetric dissociation of H2O in the
ground electronic state representing active space of 8 electrons in 12 orbitals
(6-31G basis sets). Core 1s orbital for oxygen is kept doubly occupied at all
times. All molecular orbitals are MCSCF-optimized.
TABLE II. Non-parallelity errors (NPE) [in kcal/mol] with respect to the FCI
result for symmetric dissociation of H2O, N2, and C2 (6-31G basis sets). Core
1s orbitals for oxygen and nitrogen are kept doubly occupied at all times.
Symmetry-adapted molecular orbitals labeled by irreps of D2h point-group
are used unless explicitly noted otherwise. All the molecular orbitals are
energy-optimized using MCSCF procedure.
Wave function NPE
Number of
determinants
H2O
CAS[8,6] 12.8 65
[8,12]= {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 0: 1,12}a 7.9 495
[8,12]= {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 2: 1,12}a 10.9 16 335
[8,12]=REF[8,4]/(EXCmax= 2) 67.2 409
[8,12]=REF[8,4]/(EXCmax= 4) 0.8 13 751
[8,12]=REF[8,6]/(EXCmax= 2) 0.3 6 223
N2
CAS[10,8] 8.9 396
[10,16]= {REF[10,5]/Ωmax= 0: 1,16}a 44.7 4 368
HYBRID[10,16]: CAS+1REF/Ωmax
= 0: 1,16a,b
15.7 7 448
HYBRID[10,16]: CAS+1REF/Ωmax
= 0: 1,16b
12.3 4 708
HYBRID[10,16]: CAS+1REF/Ωmax
= 2: 1,16b
20.3 36 680
[10,16]=REF[10,5]/(EXCmax= 2) 323.3 618
[10,16]=REF[10,5]/(EXCmax= 4) 38.2 69 876
[10,16]=REF[10,5]/(EXCmax= 6) 2.1 894 292
C2
CAS[8,8] 5.5 660
[8,16]= {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 0: 1,16}a 47.5 1 820
[8,16]= {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 0: 1,16} 32.4 1 820
[8,16]= {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 2: 1,16} 30.8 13 468
[8,16]= {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 4: 1,16} 5.3 106 924
HYBRID[8,16]: CAS+1REF/Ωmax
= 0: 1,16b
4.8 2 410
[10,16]=REF[10,5]/(EXCmax= 2) 54.9 469
[10,16]=REF[10,5]/(EXCmax= 4) 7.4 35 663
aBroken-symmetry MOs have been used.
bHere, 1REF represents a single-reference wave function.
The main purpose of the data presented in Tables I and II
is to compare Ω-restricted (symmetry-broken MOs) and exci-
tation-level-restricted (symmetry-adapted MOs) CI expan-
sions generated by electron substitutions out of MOs in a
single-reference (a closed-shell Slater determinant) into or-
bitals in virtual space. From Table II, one can see that although
{REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} and {REF[8,4]/(EXCmax = 2)}
contain approximately the same number of determinants, i.e.,
495 and 409, respectively, the NPE for each of them differs
greatly, clearly favoring the Ω-based approach. For clarity,
these data are also displayed graphically in Figure 2 where
{REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} is represented in blue color while
{REF[8,4]/(EXCmax = 2)} is represented in brown. For com-
parison purposes, in Figure 2, we also display potential en-
ergy curves representing the full-valence-space FORS[8,6] or
CAS[8,6] (in purple) as well as the curve representing FCI (in
black). In order to provide a better comparison, the graphical
representations of energy deviations for each method (relative
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FIG. 2. Potential energy curves for symmetric dissociation of H2O in the
ground electronic state representing active space of 8 electrons in 12 orbitals
(6-31G basis sets). Core 1s orbital for oxygen is kept doubly occupied at all
times. All molecular orbitals are MCSCF-optimized. Note that only Ω-based
selection scheme uses symmetry-broken molecular orbitals.
to FCI values) are plotted along the dissociation coordinate
in Figure 3. However, as we explore the rate of convergence
towards FCI by allowing higher values of Ωmax or EXCmax to
be considered, it is clear that {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 2: 1,12} ex-
hibits significantly larger deviations from FCI (Figure 4) along
the dissociation coordinate compared to {REF[8,4]/(EXCmax
= 4)} (Figure 5) although the CI expansion sizes associated
with these wave functions are about the same, i.e., 16 335
and 13 751, respectively. When we compare only Ω-based
approaches, i.e., {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} and {REF[8,4]/
Ωmax = 2: 1,12}, one can observe that although the absolute
errors (relative to FCI) for the latter are reduced significantly
FIG. 3. Energy errors relative to the FCI result in symmetric dissociation of
H2O. The ground electronic state is described by an active space of 8 electrons
in 12 orbitals (6-31G basis sets). Core 1s orbital for oxygen is kept doubly
occupied at all times. All molecular orbitals are MCSCF-optimized. Note that
only Ω-based selection scheme uses symmetry-broken molecular orbitals. All
truncated CI methods use a single determinant as a reference function.
FIG. 4. Energy errors relative to the FCI result in symmetric dissociation
of H2O for the Ω-based CI selection scheme using broken-symmetry orbitals.
The ground electronic state is described by an active space of 8 electrons in 12
orbitals (6-31G basis sets). Core 1s orbital for oxygen is kept doubly occupied
at all times. All molecular orbitals are MCSCF-optimized. Note that truncated
CI methods use a single determinant as a reference function.
(see Figure 4), the relative errors represented by NPEs are
actually larger for {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 2: 1,12} compared to
{REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12}, as seen in Table II. On the other
hand, when comparing only excitation-based approaches, i.e.,
{REF[8,4]/(EXCmax = 2)} and {REF[8,4]/(EXCmax = 4)},
one notices (Figure 5) that absolute and relative errors in terms
of NPE are both significantly reduced going from EXCmax = 2
to EXCmax = 4.
It is of some interest to comment on the role of a reference
function by going from a single-reference to a multireference
FIG. 5. Energy errors relative to the FCI result in symmetric dissociation of
H2O for the excitation-based CI selection scheme using symmetry-adapted
orbitals. The ground electronic state is described by an active space of 8
electrons in 12 orbitals (6-31G basis sets). Core 1s orbital for oxygen is kept
doubly occupied at all times. All molecular orbitals are MCSCF-optimized.
All truncated CI methods use a single Hartree-Fock-like determinant as a
reference function.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of single-reference and multireference excitation-based
methods for the symmetric dissociation of the H2O molecule in the ground
electronic state (6-31G basis set). The energy errors are relative to the FCI
result. All molecular orbitals are MCSCF-optimized.
wave function. To this end, we have replaced the single-
reference determinant by a FORS[8,6] (or CAS[8,6]) expan-
sion keeping EXCmax = 2 restriction for the substitution of
the reference MOs by virtual MOs in the CI wave func-
tion. This produces the {REF[8,6]/(EXCmax = 2)} wave func-
tion. The performance of a single-reference-based method,
i.e., {REF[8,4]/(EXCmax = 4)} and multi-reference based
method, {REF[8,6]/(EXCmax = 2)} in describing the symmet-
ric dissociation of water is displayed in Figure 6. One can see
that although both methods yield small absolute deviations
from FCI energy, it is clear that {REF[8,6]/(EXCmax = 2)}
produces smaller NPE values. In addition, the length of the CI
expansion for {REF[8,6]/(EXCmax = 2)} is about two times
shorter than the one representing {REF[8,4]/(EXCmax = 4)}.
Thus, it is evident that the performance of {REF[8,6]/(EXCmax
= 2)} is superior to the single-reference-based {REF[8,4]/
(EXCmax = 4)}.
B. N2 symmetric dissociation
Dissociation of first-raw diatomic molecules often pro-
vides a nice starting point for testing new methods in quantum
chemistry.7–14,49,50,79–91 The potential energy curve for the
symmetric dissociation of N2 in the ground electronic state is
another example of a system which is frequently used to test the
performance of new methods.6,32,33,42,80–82,87 The case of N2,
however, is expected to be somewhat more challenging than the
case of H2O, since it involves breaking of a triple bond, while
the symmetric dissociation for H2O only deals with breaking
two single bonds. The basis sets used are 6-31G. The 1s core
orbitals are kept doubly occupied at all times; thus, n = 10
(10 valence-electrons) and M = 16. All molecular orbitals are
fully optimized using a standard MCSCF procedure. The FCI
wave function contains 2 388 528 Slater determinants (singlet-
A1g state) when symmetry-adapted (D2h-point group) MOs
are used. Table I displays the relevant data concerning the
FIG. 7. Comparison of CI selection schemes for the ground-state potential
energy curve of N2 (6-31G basis set). All orbitals are MCSCF-optimized.
Core 1s orbitals are kept doubly occupied at all times.
length of CI expansions in terms of Slater determinants for
all wave functions used in this study. Table II and Figures 7–9
display the relevant data regarding the performance of various
wave functions. As one can observe in Figure 7, the wave func-
tion {REF[10,5]/Ωmax = 0: 1,16} using broken-symmetry
MOs (split-localized MOs) provides a qualitatively correct
description of the PEC for N2 (see the supplementary mate-
rial92 for graphical display of symmetry-adapted and symme-
try-broken orbitals at various internuclear distances). How-
ever, the non-parallelity error compared to the FCI result is
quite large, namely, 71.2 mHartree (44.7 kcal/mol) as seen
in Table II. On the other hand, the CASSCF[10,8] result
yields a lower-energy potential that dissociates into ROHF
solutions for two nitrogen atoms (see Table III) with rather
small non-parallelity errors of 14.2 mHartree (8.9 kcal/mol).
The hybrid methods (CAS + 1REF/Ωmax = 0: 1,16) using
FIG. 8. Comparison of CI selection schemes for the ground-state potential
energy curve of N2 (6-31G basis set). All orbitals are MCSCF-optimized.
Core 1s orbitals are kept doubly occupied at all times.
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FIG. 9. Comparison of CI selection schemes for the ground-state potential
energy curve of N2 (6-31G basis set) in terms of deviations from the full CI
result. All orbitals are MCSCF-optimized. Core 1s orbitals are kept doubly
occupied at all times.
symmetry-broken MOs (C1-point group) and (CAS + 1REF/
Ωmax = 2: 1,16) using symmetry-adapted MOs (D2h-point
group) yield lower-energy potential energy curves compared to
CASSCF solution; however, their NPEs are somewhat higher
TABLE III. Size-consistency aspect of selected wave functions for H2O and
N2 dissociation (6-31G basis set). Energy units are in Hartree.
Wave function 2 H O 2H+O/H2O
ROHF 2× (−0.498 233) −74.778 234 −75.774 700
CAS[8,6] −75.774 787
(R= 7.235 3
bohr)
[8,12]
= {REF[8,4]/Ωmax
= 0: 1,12}
C1-MOs (symmetry
broken orbitals)
... ... −75.774 769
(R= 5.426 5
bohr)
D2h-MOs (symmetry
adapted orbitals)
... ... −75.649 876
(R= 5.426 5
bohr)
Wave function 2 N N+N/N2
ROHF 2×
(−54.382 051)
−108.764 102
CAS[10,8] ... −108.764 313
(R= 3.6 Å)
[10,16]
= {REF[10,5]/Ωmax
= 0: 1,16}
C1-MOs (symmetry
broken orbitals)
... −108.665 909
(R= 3.6 Å)
D2h-MOs (symmetry
adapted orbitals)
... −108.661 418
(R= 3.6 Å)
aFor molecular calculations, the internuclear distance R is listed in parentheses to
indicate near-dissociation limit.
compared to the CASSCF result. When compared to their
excitation-scheme counterparts, namely, {REF[10,5]/EXCmax
= 2: 1,16} and {REF[10,5]/EXCmax = 4: 1,16}, the hybrid
methods seem to perform quite well keeping in mind that they
contain smaller number of determinants than the {REF[10,5]/
EXCmax = 4: 1,16} wave function. Finally, Figure 9 exhibits
plots of deviations from the FCI result along the dissociation
coordinate in N2 for all the methods considered in this study.
It can be seen that the (CAS + 1REF/Ωmax = 2: 1,16) method
using symmetry-adapted MOs (D2h-point group) shows small-
est deviations among the hybrid methods, while the excitation-
based method {REF[10,5]/EXCmax = 2: 1,16} exhibits the
largest errors for stretched internuclear distances. The method
{REF[10,5]/EXCmax = 4: 1,16} improves dramatically over
the latter, however at the expense of an increase in length of CI
expansion (69 876 Slater determinants) while still exhibiting
large NPE of 60.8 mHartree (38.2 kcal/mol). Thus, the hybrid
methods considered in this study compare quite well with the
excitation-based CI schemes in generating compact CI expan-
sions that provide good quality description along the potential
energy curve in N2 addressing both static and dynamic electron
correlations, simultaneously.
C. C2 symmetric dissociation
Just like the N2 system, the C2 molecule14,79,87–91 is a
challenging case for calculating accurate potential energy
curves for many ab initio methods. In contrast to the N2
case however, the C2 molecule requires multi-reference wave
function for a qualitatively correct description even at near-
equilibrium geometries.87 The C2 molecule is characterized by
multiple bonds at its equilibrium geometry (one σ and two π
bonds are involved) although the high occupancy of the 2σ∗
orbital reduces the strength of the 2σ bond. Furthermore, a
recent study by Shaik and co-workers89 argues that the C2
molecule can effectively be described as having a quadrupole
bond at its equilibrium geometry. In addition, the C2 system
has a number of low-lying excited states14,88,90,91 that affect the
shape of the ground state potential energy curve due to avoided
crossings.90,91 Thus, the C2 molecule represents an interesting
case for our study. The basis sets used here are 6-31G.
The 1s core orbitals are kept doubly occupied at all times;
thus, n = 8 (8 valence-electrons) and M = 16. As before, all
molecular orbitals are fully optimized using a standard MCSCF
procedure. The FCI wave function contains 414 864 Slater
determinants (singlet-A1g state) when symmetry-adapted (D2h-
point group) MOs are used. Table II and Figures 10 and 11
display the relevant data regarding the performance of various
wave functions. First of all, from Figure 10, one can observe
that potential energy curves for FCI, CASSCF[8,8], {CAS
+ 1REF/Ωmax: 1,M}, and {REF[8,4]/(EXCmax = 4)}methods
notably display a region of avoided crossing (around 1.7 Å)
between states belonging to the same irreducible represen-
tation (see, e.g., Ref. 91). The Ω-based wave functions
{REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,16}, {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 2: 1,16},
and {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 4: 1,16} using symmetry-adapted
MOs show a systematic convergence towards the FCI curve.
The data show that Ω = 4 configurations are critical for
achieving high-quality potential energy curves. Among the
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FIG. 10. Comparison of CI selection schemes for the ground-state potential
energy curve of C2 (6-31G basis set). All orbitals are MCSCF-optimized.
Core 1s orbitals are kept doubly occupied at all times. All methods use
symmetry-adapted molecular orbitals that transform as irreducible represen-
tations of the D2h point group. The change in curvature in the region around
1.7 Å observed for some of the curves indicates an avoided-crossing between
states belonging to the same irreducible representation.
excitation-based methods, one can see that {REF[8,4]/
(EXCmax = 2)} generates a potential energy curve that has
an elongated equilibrium bond-length compared to FCI and
all the other methods that yield the equilibrium bond-length of
about 1.3 Å. The closest agreement with the benchmark FCI
curve among the wave functions considered for C2 is observed
for {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 4: 1,16} and {REF[8,4]/(EXCmax
= 4)}. It is noteworthy to mention that the hybrid method
(CAS + 1REF/Ωmax = 0: 1,16) using symmetry-adapted MOs
(D2h-group) performs quite well yielding the smallest non-
FIG. 11. Comparison of CI selection schemes for the ground-state potential
energy curve of C2 (6-31G basis set). All orbitals are MCSCF-optimized.
Core 1s orbitals are kept doubly occupied at all times. Atomic dissociation
limits are shown for ROHF and FCI levels of theory. The change in curvature
in the region around 1.7 Å observed for some of the curves indicates an
avoided-crossing between states belonging to the same irreducible represen-
tation.
parallelity errors of 4.8 kcal/mol among truncated CI wave
functions. The use of symmetry-broken MOs in the case
of {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,16} method (see magenta curve
in Figure 11) yields a lower potential energy curve at
stretched bond-lengths; however, at shorter distances (up
to 1.4 Å), the lower energy solution is obtained by using
symmetry adapted-molecular orbitals (see the supplementary
material92 for a graphical display of these orbitals). Thus,
the {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,16} potential energy curve data
points (magenta color) displayed in Figure 11 correspond
to the lowest energy solutions at a given geometry where
the optimal orbitals change from a symmetry-adapted set
to a broken-symmetry set at R = 1.5 Å going towards the
dissociation limit. It is interesting to note that CASSCF[8,8]
method produces the dissociation limit of −75.3916 hartree
which is significantly lower compared to atomic ROHF limit
of two carbon atoms of −75.3537 hartree. One can argue that
this is due to the fact that CASSCF[8,8] contains more orbitals
than the minimum number needed to break the CC bond (in
order to address the static correlation) and thus incorporates
a significant amount of dynamic electron correlation at the
dissociation-limit. This situation for C2 differs from cases of
H2O and N2 where CASSCF full valence spaces contain only
the minimum number of MOs needed to break their chemical
bonds as will be discussed in Sec. IV D.
D. Size-consistency and molecular dissociation in N2
and H2O
It is of some interest to address the question of size-
consistency (or correct-separability) and size-extensivity (cor-
rect scaling of electron correlation energy)93–95 of the methods
that use seniority-number constraints to limit the size of CI
expansions. For any method to be size consistent, the underly-
ing reference must break all symmetries. The relevant data for
H2O and N2 are presented in Table III. From these data, it can
be seen that CASSCF solutions will converge to their atomic
ROHF energies at their corresponding dissociation limits. As
mentioned above, this can be argued to be due to a fact that
these CASSCF spaces contain only the minimal number of
MOs that are needed to break bonds. On the other hand, as
can be observed from Figure 1, due to a fact that CI spaces us-
ing symmetry-adapted and symmetry-broken (split-localized)
orbital sets are not invariant, the MCSCF procedure based
on symmetry-broken MOs in the {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12}
wave function yields lower-energy solution (specially at the
dissociation limit) compared to the symmetry-adapted MO
set. See Figures 12–15 for a comparison between symmetry-
adapted and broken-symmetry MOs produced by {REF[8,4]/
Ωmax = 0: 1,12} wave functions at various geometries in H2O.
Since the energy of the {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} wave
function at R(OH) = 3 × R(OH)eq (three times the equilib-
rium bond-length) is −75.7748 hartree which almost exactly
matches the CASSCF dissociation limit (which is equal to the
total sum of atomic ROHF energies), it may appear that the
{REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} method with symmetry-broken
orbitals may produce a size-consistent result for this case.
However, one must keep in mind that the {REF[8,4]/
Ωmax = 0: 1,12} method uses 12 molecular orbitals and,
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FIG. 12. The first 6 natural or-
bitals (occupation numbers shown
in parentheses) based on the opti-
mized MCSCF orbitals obtained using
{REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 0: 1,12} method for
the H2O molecule (6-31G basis set)
using C2v-point group symmetry con-
straint. Core 1s orbital for oxygen is kept
doubly occupied at all times and it is not
shown. All the orbitals are symmetry-
adapted and transform as irreducible
representations of the C2v point group
and correspond to equilibrium geometry
of Re(OH)= 1.808 85 bohr.
therefore, includes dynamical electron correlation while the
CASSCF[8,6] method using only the full valence MO space
of 6 orbitals does not. In order to answer the question of
size-consistency conclusively, one needs to identify only those
configurations (Slater determinants) in the {REF[8,4]/Ωmax
= 0: 1,12} wave function that account only for static electron
correlation (without any contribution from dynamic correla-
tion). Such configurations must be expressed in terms of only
the first six natural orbitals (full valence space only). Then, the
doubly occupied (Ω = 0) configurations in {REF[8,4]/Ωmax
= 0: 1,6} will yield energy that is only due to static correla-
tion. The relevant data are presented in Table IV. Two wave
functions can be considered: one contains only 4 determinants
(wave function-I in this table) which are dominant, another
contains the complete number, i.e., 15 of Slater determinants
(wave function-II = {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,6} in this table).
If we use the six dominant natural orbitals obtained from the
MCSCF-optimized {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} wave func-
tion (at 3 × R(OH)eq) and simply calculate the energy of wave
function-I without any further optimization (see Table IV),
the energy value is −75.7565 hartree (the value remains the
same even if we try to optimize the orbitals). The inclusion of
extra doubly occupied determinants in wave function-II leaves
the energy practically unchanged. Since the energy of wave
function-II of −75.7566 hartree is higher compared to the sum
of atomic ROHF energies for this system of −75.7747 hartree
by about 20 mHartree, it means that the {REF[8,4]/Ωmax
= 0: 1,12} wave function is not rigorously size-consistent. The
reason that the {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} expansion seems
to approach the same dissociation limit as the CASSCF[8,6]
method is due to a fact that the {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12}
wave function incorporates some dynamic correlation which,
in a fortuitous way, appears to compensate for the lack of
static correlation. The addition of Ω = 4 configurations (6
determinants) to the CI expansion of wave function-I produces
a 10-determinant wave function (wave function-III in Table IV)
which matches the CASSCF[8,6] energy at the dissociation.
Thus, the inclusion of these Ω = 4 configurations in a wave
function is critical for size-extensivity and proper description
of simultaneous breaking of two single bonds in H2O.
In the case of N2, it is clear that the CASSCF[10,8] wave
function is able to dissociate N2 into N-atom fragments of
FIG. 13. The first 6 natural orbitals
(occupation numbers shown in paren-
theses) based on the optimized MCSCF
orbitals obtained using {REF[8,4]/
Ωmax= 0: 1,12} method for the H2O
molecule (6-31G basis set) using
no symmetry constraints (C1-point
group). Core 1s orbital for oxygen is
kept doubly occupied at all times and
it is not shown. All the orbitals are
broken-symmetry (do not transform as
irreducible representations of the C2v
point group of the molecular structure)
and have a split-localized MO character.
The results correspond to equilibrium
geometry of Re(OH)= 1.808 85 bohr.
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FIG. 14. The first 6 natural orbitals
(occupation numbers shown in
parentheses) based on the optimized
MCSCF orbitals obtained using
{REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 0: 1,12} method
for the H2O molecule (6-31G basis
set) using C2v-point group symmetry
constraint. Core 1s orbital for oxygen
is kept doubly occupied at all times
and it is not shown. All the orbitals
are symmetry-adapted and transform
as irreducible representations of the
C2v point group and are calculated
at near-dissociation geometry of 3Re
(OH).
ROHF-type without any problems. On the other hand, the
{REF[10,5]/Ωmax = 0: 1,16} expansion yields a much higher
energy at the dissociation-limit even with the use of symmetry-
broken MOs (see the supplementary material92 for the domi-
nant natural orbitals after the optimization). The behavior of
the {REF[10,5]/Ωmax = 0: 1,16} potential curve is qualita-
tively similar to the potential energy curve obtained by using
the GVB-PP wave function as reported by Faglioni and God-
dard in Ref. 81.
To conclude, one can say that {REF[n,m]/Ωmax = 0: mmin,
M)} wave functions do not yield size-consistent results for
potential energy curves in general. Thus, higher Ωmax values
are often needed to ensure size-consistency for the Ω-based
truncated CI expansions in terms of the sum of atomic-frag-
ment ROHF (for open-shell systems) energy contributions.
However, the use of Ω is helpful in identifying a small subset
of configurations withΩ > 0 that can produce a size-consistent
result as shown above. Special cases where Ω = 0 wave func-
tions do produce size-consistent results for potential energy
curves for full valence MO spaces are H2 dissociation,61 as well
as H8 linear chain symmetric dissociation.39
Of course, in order to obtain high-quality potential energy
curves, one must go beyond static correlation (and beyond
ROHF-atomic limit) and consider wave functions that recover
dynamic correlation as well. In such cases, the consistent treat-
ment using “super-atom” approach where atomic-limit ener-
gies are replaced by highly stretched molecular geometries
may yield sufficiently small non-parallelity errors (see Refs. 7,
8, 10, and 12). As such, this approach can be useful for rep-
resenting potential energy curves since the main focus is on
energy differences rather than total energies.
Following the definition of Bartlett93 referring to size-
extensivity as the correct (linear) scaling of a method with the
number of electrons, one can argue that Ω = 0 wave functions
are size-extensive with broken-symmetry molecular orbitals.
E. Be2 symmetric dissociation
Now we shall focus on the Be2 dissociation. This case has
been the subject of numerous ab initio investigations (e.g., see
Refs. 49 and 83–85) due to the fact that it is a weakly bound
system (experimental binding energy at 2.4536 Å is only
−929.7 cm−1) where both static and dynamic electron correla-
tions are significant even for a qualitatively correct description.
Recently, an in-depth analysis of the Be2 dissociation curve
has been reported by Schmidt, Ivanic, and Ruedenberg,84 who
FIG. 15. The first 6 natural orbitals (occupation num-
bers shown in parentheses) based on the optimized MC-
SCF orbitals obtained using {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 0: 1,12}
method for the H2O molecule (6-31G basis set) using no
symmetry constraints (C1-point group). Core 1s orbital
for oxygen is kept doubly occupied at all times and
it is not shown. All the orbitals are broken-symmetry
(do not transform as irreducible representations of the
C2v point group of the geometric structure) and have a
split-localized MO character. The results correspond to
near-dissociation geometry of 3Re(OH).
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TABLE IV. Decomposition of FCI wave function to address the static corre-
lation in terms of Slater determinants at near-dissociation limit (3R(OH)eq)
using strongly occupied natural orbitals from {REF[8,4]/Ωmax= 0: 1,12}
MCSCF calculation (energy=−75.774 77 hartree) for the H2O molecule
(6-31G basis set). The total sum of atomic ROHF energies is −75.774 70
hartree.
Strongly occupied natural orbital labelsa
1 2 3 4 5 6 CI energy
A. Wave function-I (orbital occupations listed below:
4-determinants, Ω= 0)
−75.756 52
2 2 2 2 0 0
2 2 2 0 2 0
2 2 0 2 0 2
2 2 0 0 2 2
B. Wave function-II (orbital occupations listed below:
15-determinants, Ω= 0)
−75.756 60
2 2 2 2 0 0
2 2 2 0 2 0
2 2 2 0 0 2
2 2 0 2 2 0
2 2 0 2 0 2
2 2 0 0 2 2
0 2 2 2 2 0
0 2 2 2 0 2
0 2 2 0 2 2
0 2 0 2 2 2
0 0 2 2 2 2
2 0 2 2 2 0
2 0 2 2 0 2
2 0 2 0 2 2
2 0 0 2 2 2
C. Wave function-III (orbital occ. listed below:
10-determinants, Ω= 0, 4)
−75.775 88
2 2 2 2 0 0
2 2 2 0 2 0
2 2 0 2 0 2
2 2 0 0 2 2
2 2 1 1 1 1b
aSee Figure 15 for graphical display of these orbitals (full valence space).
bThere are 6 determinants for this configuration involving all possible spin couplings
between two α and two β electrons.
emphasized the significance of dynamic electron correlation
in yielding the correct shape of the potential energy curve.
These authors84 performed a thorough analysis of the wave
function along the dissociation coordinate. Thus, it is fair to
say that a very high quality potential energy curve for Be2
can be obtained by ab initio methods as can be confirmed by
the agreement85 between calculated and measured vibrational
spectra for this system.
In the present study, our goal is not to generate a potential
energy curve for Be2 of spectroscopic quality, but rather to
test the novel Ω-based CI selection scheme and compare
it with a conventional, i.e., excitation-level based strategy.
Furthermore, we shall explore the usefulness of the Ω-based
CI selection scheme by applying it only to the virtual MO
space (weakly occupied MOs), without any restrictions on the
strongly occupied MOs in the full-valence-space. This means
that no restriction (using Ωmax or EXCmax) will be imposed
for the strongly correlating MOs within the full valence
space of 4 electrons in 8 orbitals. The reference function
is represented by a multi-reference wave function REF[4,8],
i.e., 4 electrons in 8 orbitals, and the 1s core orbitals are
being kept doubly occupied at all times. The dynamic electron
correlation is addressed by allowing electronic substitutions
into virtual MO space from this reference function resulting in
a [4,58] wave function. The seniority-based approach is rep-
resented by {REF[4,8]/Ωmax = 0: 9,58} and {REF[4,8]/Ωmax
= 2: 9,58}, while the excitation-based method is represented
by {REF[4,8]/(EXCmax = 2)}. For clarity, Table V compares
the orbital occupations in the virtual MO space for Ω-based
and excitation-based methods. While the use of the symmetry-
broken MOs is expected to be more affective in producing
lower-energy solutions as we have seen in cases of H2O and N2,
in Be2 we shall use only symmetry-adapted MOs simply to
reduce the length of the CI expansion which can be easily
handled by our pilot code. As before, full orbital (MCSCF)
optimizations are performed for all CI expansions. The
relevant data are displayed in Table VI and Figure 16. It is
clear that the CASSCF[4,8] wave function (green curve in
Figure 16) is not able to yield a bound system for Be2 which
is consistent with earlier studies84 on this system (see Table SI
of the supplementary material92 for the list of CASSCF[4,8]
dominant configurations at 4.0 Å geometry). At short internu-
clear distances, {REF[4,8]/Ωmax = 0: 9,58} yields a curve that
is a bit lower but its quality is still rather poor and, in addition,
the orbital-optimization step suffers from convergence prob-
lems beyond 2.5 Å. However, {REF[4,8]/Ωmax = 2: 9,58} is
capable of yielding near-FCI energy values (∼0.1 mhartree
errors) at five selected geometries (see Figure 16) along
the dissociation curve. The same high-quality performance
is also observed for the excitation-based, i.e., MR-CISD
type-method, {REF[4,8]/(EXCmax = 2)}. The latter wave
function contains slightly fewer Slater determinants than the
TABLE V. The ground-state dissociation curve of Be2 (cc-pVTZ basis set).
Comparison of the Ω-based and excitation-based configuration interaction-
selection schemes in terms of orbital occupations in the virtual MO space
containing 50 molecular orbitals. The CI wave functions span the [4,58] active
space.
Number of
electrons
(virtual MO
space-only)a
MO-
occupation
Typeb
Ω-based
{REF[4,8]/Ωmax
= 2: 9,58}c
Excitation-based
REF[4,8]/(EXCmax
= 2)d
Are configurations with this MO-occupation-type allowed? (Yes/No)
4 2, 2 Yes (Ω= 0) No
2, 1, 1 Yes (Ω= 2) No
1, 1, 1, 1 No (Ω= 4) No
3 2, 1 Yes (Ω= 1) No
1, 1, 1 No (Ω= 3) No
2 2 Yes (Ω= 0) Yes (EXC= 2)
1, 1 Yes (Ω= 2) Yes (EXC= 2)
1 1 Yes (Ω= 1) Yes (EXC= 1)
aThe total number of electrons in the virtual MO space. The case of 0 electrons in the
virtual space corresponds to the reference wave function.
bThe number “2” indicates that the virtual MO is doubly occupied; the number “1”
indicates that the virtual MO is singly occupied.
c[4,58]= {REF[4,8]/Ωmax= 2: 9,58} wave function contains 55 125 determinants.
d[4,58]= {REF[4,8]/(EXCmax= 2) wave function contains 32 652 determinants.
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TABLE VI. The ground-state dissociation curve of Be2 (cc-pVTZ basis set). All CI wave functions span the [4,58]
active space. 1s-core electrons are kept doubly occupied at all times. All molecular orbitals are energy-optimized
and are symmetry-adapted (D2h-point symmetry group with 1Ag wave function for the ground state).
R (Å) FCIa
{REF[4,8]/Ωmax
= 0: 9,58}b
{REF[4,8]/Ωmax
= 2: 9,58}c
REF[4,8]/(EXCmax
= 2)d CASSCFe
2.00 −29.227 713 −29.210 485 −29.205 154
2.20 −29.236 986 −29.221 236 −29.236 905 −29.216 320
2.30 −29.238 869 −29.223 971 29.219 408
2.40 −29.239 721 −29.225 737 −29.239 608 29.221 563
2.60 −29.239 825 −29.227 775 −29.239 785f −29.239 761 −29.224 376
2.70 −29.239 544 −29.225 413
2.80 −29.239 216 −29.226 331
3.00 −29.238 636 −29.238 588f −29.238 585 −29.227 939
3.60 −29.237 889 29.231 186
4.00 −29.237 708 −29.237 697f 29.237 696 −29.232 196
5.00 −29.237 379 −29.232 872
6.00 −29.237 205 −29.232 904
10.0 −29.237 093 −29.232 878
30.0 −29.237 088 −29.232 877
aFCI wave function contains 346 485 determinants.
b[4,58]= {REF[4,8]/Ωmax= 0: 9,58} wave function contains 1937 determinants.
c[4,58]= {REF[4,8]/Ωmax= 2: 9,58} wave function contains 55 125 determinants.
d[4,58]= {REF[4,8]/(EXCmax= 2) wave function contains 32 652 determinants.
eFull-valence-space: FORS[4,8]=CAS[4,8] wave function contains 112 determinants.
f Energies are not completely converged (the MCSCF optimization was stopped due to an excessive number of iteration).
{REF[4,8]/Ωmax = 2 : 9,58} function, i.e., 15.9% versus
9.4% of the FCI expansion (spatial symmetry corresponds
to a A1g-irrep of D2h-point group for the singlet state). Due
to the fact that the {REF[4,8]/Ωmax = 2: 9,58} expansion con-
tains additional configurations compared to the {REF[4,8]/
(EXCmax = 2)} function (see Table V), it yields slightly lower
MCSCF-converged energies (see Table VI). Furthermore,
when RHF molecular orbitals are used as the starting MOs,
at the first MCSCF iteration, the {REF[4,8]/Ωmax = 2: 9,58}
method yields a lower energy than {REF[4,8]/(EXCmax = 2)}
by about 0.6 and 0.5 mhartree for geometries R = 3.0 Å and
FIG. 16. Comparison of CI selection schemes for the ground-state potential
energy curve of Be2 (cc-pVTZ basis set). All orbitals are MCSCF-optimized.
Core 1s orbitals are kept doubly occupied at all times. All truncated CI
methods are multi-reference, i.e., the CAS[4,8] active space represents a
reference function.
R = 4.0 Å, respectively (see Table SII of the supplementary
material92 for more information). However, the difference in
energies between these two methods quickly reduces as the
number of MCSCF-iterations increases (see Table SII of the
supplementary material92).
Thus, one can see that the Ω-based CI selection scheme
exhibits a similar performance as the conventional, excitation-
based method for describing the dynamic electron correlation
of the beryllium dimer.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this pilot study, we broadened the scope of studies
focusing on the role of Ω in generating compact CI expan-
sions by exploring its role in addressing dynamic correlation
problem, especially in the presence of static (strong) electron
correlation in situations when chemical bonds are broken or
formed. Our earlier studies39 used an Ω-concept focused pri-
marily on the reliable description of strong electron correlation
along reaction paths. By considering wave functions that go
beyond full valence active spaces or minimal basis sets, in
this work, we addressed dynamic electron correlation as well
in addition to the static electron correlation. In the case of
the symmetric dissociation of H2O (6-31G basis), we find
that {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} containing only 495 Slater
determinants is capable of providing a robust description of
the potential shape with NPE of only ∼8 kcal/mol while the
CASSCF[8,6] wave function (65-determinants) yields NPE of
∼13 kcal/mol, as compared to the FCI result. This observation
suggests that seniority number is also useful for addressing
both strong and weak (dynamic) electron correlations. It is
noteworthy that in the H2O case it is essential to use symmetry-
broken (split-localized, not atomic-like as shown in Figures 13
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and 15) MOs in order to take the full advantage of Ω-based
approach. We find that while a single-reference Ω-based ap-
proach, i.e., {REF[8,4]/Ωmax = 0: 1,12} performs well for
capturing the profile of the potential energy curve for the
symmetric dissociation in H2O, the increase in level of theory
by increasingΩmax from 0 to 2 reduces absolute errors but does
not lead to a reduction of NPEs, which is somewhat counterin-
tuitive. In contrast to the Ω-based approach, excitation-based
systematic CI truncations, also based on a single-reference
of Hartree-Fock type, offer a much faster convergence to-
wards FCI results although the {REF[8,4]/(EXCmax = 2)}
wave function is associated with very large errors.
The use of seniority-number for the dissociation problem
in N2 (6-31G basis set) has demonstrated that the overall shape
of the seniority-zero restricted CI expansion using symmetry-
broken molecular orbitals is dominated by static electron
correlation as it exhibits similarities to the curves in our earlier
study39 when only static correlation was considered. However,
the hybrid methods combining the CI configurations repre-
senting CI determinants in the full-valence-space and a set of
complementary configurations restricted to some maximum
value of seniority-number (for the complete MO set {1,M})
offer a significant improvement in an overall shape of the
potential curve. While the total energy deviations from the
FCI curve for the hybrid (CAS + 1REF/Ωmax: 1,16) methods
are comparable to those of the excitation-based approach
{REF[10,5]/EXCmax = 4: 1,16} which yields smaller devia-
tions (especially at the near-equilibrium geometries), the NPE
is considerably smaller for the former which is encouraging.
While the NPEs for the hybrid methods are larger than the
ones exhibited by the CASSCF[10,8] result for 6-31G basis set,
it is expected that the performance of the seniority-restricted
hybrid methods will be improved for larger basis sets when
the contribution of dynamic correlation gets larger. In fact, for
the case of the C2 molecule, the hybrid approach using the
(CAS + 1REF/Ωmax = 0: 1,16) wave function with symmetry-
adapted MOs (D2h-group) yields the smallest non-parallelity
error among the truncated CI expansions considered in this
study. Thus, using the hybrid approach seems to be very
promising in generating accurate potential energy curves at a
reduced-cost.
A further support for the usefulness of Ω-based approach
is observed in the case of Be2 dissociation (cc-pVTZ)
where only symmetry-adapted MOs have been used. Both
multi-reference methods, i.e., {REF[4,8]/Ωmax = 2: 9,58} and
{REF[4,8] + (EXCmax = 2)}, reproduce near-FCI-quality
potential with errors of ∼0.1 mhartree. Overall, one can
conclude that both multi-reference approaches, Ω-based
and excitation-based, seem to address the dynamic electron
correlation very well. Also, for both test cases, H2O and Be2,
we find that multireference methods perform better in reducing
non-parallelity errors along reaction paths.
It is important to note that in the present investigation,
molecular orbitals have been fully MCSCF-optimized for all
CI wave functions (not just in cases representing full-valence-
spaces which is routinely done60 for MCSCF wave functions).
While for FCI wave functions, the orbital-optimization step
is unnecessary; for truncated CI expansions, however, it is
critical. A number of orbital-optimized electron correlation
approaches have recently appeared in a literature representing
only seniority-zero sectors of wave functions43–47 that have
been successfully applied to bond breaking processes. An
interesting and challenging future case to further test the Ω-
based CI selection methods would be the description of the
dissociation process in the chromium dimer27,96 where the
sextuple bond is being broken. This case as well as other
challenging systems (see, e.g., Ref. 97) will be a subject of
our future investigations.
Overall, the present study provides an insight into the
potential usefulness of the seniority number in describing
strong and weak (dynamical) electron correlations simulta-
neously along reaction paths. The evidence presented in this
study shows that seniority-number-based approaches can be
an effective tool in describing potential energy curves.
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